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The author uses practical applications and real aerospace situations to illustrate concepts in
the text covering modern topics including landing gear analysis, tapered beams, cutouts and
composite materials. Chapters are included on statically determinate and statically
indeterminate structures to serve as a review of material previously learned. Each chapter in
the book contains methods and analysis, examples illustrating methods and homework
problems for each topic.
This physics-first, design-oriented textbook explains concepts of gas turbine secondary flows,
reduced-order modeling methods, and 3-D CFD.
Geared toward professional engineers, this volume will be helpful for students, too. Topics
include methods of constructing static and dynamic equations, heated elastic solids, forms of
aerodynamic operators, structural operators, and more. 1962 edition.
This essential book describes the mathematical formulations and subsequent computer
simulations required to accurately project the trajectory of spacecraft and rockets in space,
using the formalism of optimal control for minimum-time transfer in general elliptic orbit. The
material will aid research students in aerospace engineering, as well as practitioners in the
field of spaceflight dynamics, in developing simulation software to carry out trade studies useful
in vehicle and mission design. It will teach readers to develop flight software for operational
applications in autonomous mode, so to actually transfer space vehicles from one orbit to
another. The practical, real-life applications discussed will give readers a clear understanding
of the mathematics of orbit transfer, allow them to develop their own operational software to fly
missions, and to use the contents as a research tool to carry out even more complex analyses.
Bridges’ Dynamics covers the historical review of research and introductory mathematical
concepts related to the structural dynamics of bridges. The e-book explains the theory behind
engineering aspects such as 1) dynamic loadings, 2) mathematical concepts (calculus
elements of variations, the d’ Alembert principle, Lagrange’s equation, the Hamilton principle,
the equations of Heilig, and the ? and H functions), 3) moving loads, 4) bridge support
mechanics (one, two and three span beams), 5) Static systems under dynamic loading 6) aeroelasticity, 7) space problems (2D and 3D) and 8) absorb systems (equations governing the
behavior of the bridge-absorber system). The e-book is a useful introductory textbook for civil
engineers interested in the theory of bridge structures.
A rotorcraft is a class of aircraft that uses large-diameter rotating wings to accomplish efficient
vertical take-off and landing. The class encompasses helicopters of numerous configurations
(single main rotor and tail rotor, tandem rotors, coaxial rotors), tilting proprotor aircraft,
compound helicopters, and many other innovative configuration concepts. Aeromechanics
covers much of what the rotorcraft engineer needs: performance, loads, vibration, stability,
flight dynamics, and noise. These topics include many of the key performance attributes and
the often-encountered problems in rotorcraft designs. This comprehensive book presents, in
depth, what engineers need to know about modelling rotorcraft aeromechanics. The focus is
on analysis, and calculated results are presented to illustrate analysis characteristics and rotor
behaviour. The first third of the book is an introduction to rotorcraft aerodynamics, blade
motion, and performance. The remainder of the book covers advanced topics in rotary wing
aerodynamics and dynamics.
This unique book deals with the aeroplane at several levels and aims to simulate its flight
performance using computer software.
This introductory 2005 text on air-breathing jet propulsion focuses on the basic operating
principles of jet engines and gas turbines. Previous coursework in fluid mechanics and
thermodynamics is elucidated and applied to help the student understand and predict the
characteristics of engine components and various types of engines and power gas turbines.
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Numerous examples help the reader appreciate the methods and differing, representative
physical parameters. A capstone chapter integrates the text material into a portion of the book
devoted to system matching and analysis so that engine performance can be predicted for
both on- and off-design conditions. The book is designed for advanced undergraduate and firstyear graduate students in aerospace and mechanical engineering. A basic understanding of
fluid dynamics and thermodynamics is presumed. Although aircraft propulsion is the focus, the
material can also be used to study ground- and marine-based gas turbines and
turbomachinery and some advanced topics in compressors and turbines.
This text provides an introduction to structural dynamics and aeroelasticity, with an emphasis
on conventional aircraft. The primary areas considered are structural dynamics, static
aeroelasticity and dynamic aeroelasticity. The structural dynamics material emphasizes
vibration, the modal representation and dynamic response. Aeroelastic phenomena discussed
include divergence, aileron reversal, airload redistribution, unsteady aerodynamics, flutter and
elastic tailoring. More than one hundred illustrations and tables help clarify the text and more
than fifty problems enhance student learning. This text meets the need for an up-to-date
treatment of structural dynamics and aeroelasticity for advanced undergraduate or beginning
graduate aerospace engineering students.
Provides a comprehensive review and usable problem-solving techniques for aerospace
engineering plasma applications.
Flight Dynamics takes a new approach to the science and mathematics of aircraft flight,
unifying principles of aeronautics with contemporary systems analysis. While presenting
traditional material that is critical to understanding aircraft motions, it does so in the context of
modern computational tools and multivariable methods. Robert Stengel devotes particular
attention to models and techniques that are appropriate for analysis, simulation, evaluation of
flying qualities, and control system design. He establishes bridges to classical analysis and
results, and explores new territory that was treated only inferentially in earlier books. This book
combines a highly accessible style of presentation with contents that will appeal to graduate
students and to professionals already familiar with basic flight dynamics. Dynamic analysis has
changed dramatically in recent decades, with the introduction of powerful personal computers
and scientific programming languages. Analysis programs have become so pervasive that it
can be assumed that all students and practicing engineers working on aircraft flight dynamics
have access to them. Therefore, this book presents the principles, derivations, and equations
of flight dynamics with frequent reference to MATLAB functions and examples. By using
common notation and not assuming a strong background in aeronautics, Flight Dynamics will
engage a wide variety of readers. Introductions to aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, flying
qualities, flight control, and the atmospheric and gravitational environment accompany the
development of the aircraft's dynamic equations.
An increase in the use of composite materials in areas of engineering has led to a greater
demand for engineers versed in the design of structures made from such materials. This book
offers students and engineers tools for designing practical composite structures. Among the
topics of interest to the designer are stress-strain relationships for a wide range of anisotropic
materials; bending, buckling, and vibration of plates; bending, torsion, buckling, and vibration of
solid as well as thin walled beams; shells; hygrothermal stresses and strains; finite element
formulation; and failure criteria. More than 300 illustrations, 50 fully worked problems, and
material properties data sets are included. Some knowledge of composites, differential
equations, and matrix algebra is helpful but not necessary, as the book is self-contained.
Graduate students, researchers, and practitioners will value it for both theory and application.
As an introduction to aircraft aero elasticity and dynamic loads, this book will not only be
welcomed by junior practitioners in industry and graduate students, it will also form an
excellent basis for several university courses on aero elasticity.
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Web technology is ubiquitous in modern life, enabling various forms of communication in real
time between the users and computers, as well as between network devices, by means of
artificial (markup) languages and cascading style sheets (CSS). Multimedia packages
implemented in the WWW can also further expand the user groups to include, for example, the
amblyopic or the hearing-impaired. According to Microsoft, Web technology also encompasses
Web servers and programming languages for building Web applications. But such a
breathtaking development that meets dynamically changing new emerging networking
standards demands a large-scale infrastructure that will enable us to access digital information
in its every form, whatever its purpose. This book presents 20 papers and 3 keynote speeches
from the 8th International Conference on Applications of Digital Information and Web
Technologies (ICADIWT 2017), held at the Universidad Aut?noma de Ciudad Juárez, Juárez
City, Chihuahua, Mexico, in March 2017. Over the years, the ICADIWT conference has created
its own research community of participants from many countries, who attend the event each
year to demonstrate and discuss their research findings. The community is growing every year.
The scope of the ICADIWT 2017 conference covers a wide range of research areas, and the
papers in the book are divided into 7 subject areas: pattern recognition; distributed computing;
mobile technologies; digital technologies for aerospace; medical systems applications; system
engineering; and control systems.
This is a long-overdue volume dedicated to space trajectory optimization. Interest in the
subject has grown, as space missions of increasing levels of sophistication, complexity, and
scientific return - hardly imaginable in the 1960s - have been designed and flown. Although the
basic tools of optimization theory remain an accepted canon, there has been a revolution in the
manner in which they are applied and in the development of numerical optimization. This
volume purposely includes a variety of both analytical and numerical approaches to trajectory
optimization. The choice of authors has been guided by the editor's intention to assemble the
most expert and active researchers in the various specialities presented. The authors were
given considerable freedom to choose their subjects, and although this may yield a somewhat
eclectic volume, it also yields chapters written with palpable enthusiasm and relevance to
contemporary problems.
This current and comprehensive book provides an updated treatment of molecular gas
dynamics topics for aerospace engineers, or anyone researching high-temperature gas flows
for hypersonic vehicles and propulsion systems. It demonstrates how the areas of quantum
mechanics, kinetic theory, and statistical mechanics can combine in order to facilitate the study
of nonequilibrium processes of internal energy relaxation and chemistry. All of these theoretical
ideas are used to explain the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method, a numerical
technique based on molecular simulation. Because this text provides comprehensive coverage
of the physical models available for use in the DSMC method, in addition to the equations and
algorithms required to implement the DSMC numerical method, readers will learn to solve
nonequilibrium flow problems and perform computer simulations, and obtain a more complete
understanding of various physical modeling options for DSMC than is available in other texts.
Describes energy deposition using direct current (DC), microwave and laser discharge for flow
control at high speeds.
The new edition of this popular textbook provides a modern, accessible introduction to the
whole process of aircraft design from requirements to conceptual design, manufacture and inservice issues. Highly illustrated descriptions of the full spectrum of aircraft types, their
aerodynamics, structures and systems, allow students to appreciate good and poor design and
understand how to improve their own designs. Cost data is considerably updated, many new
images have been added and new sections are included on the emerging fields of Uninhabited
Aerial Vehicles and environmentally-friendly airlines. Examples from real aircraft projects are
presented throughout, demonstrating to students the applications of the theory. Three
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appendices and a bibliography provide a wealth of information, much not published elsewhere,
including simple aerodynamic formulae, an introduction to airworthiness and environmental
requirements, aircraft, engine and equipment data, and a case study of the conceptual design
of a large airliner.
This text, written for use in an undergraduate Flight or Aircraft Structures course, presents an
explanation of fundamental concepts of structural analysis and illustrates how those concepts
are applied in everyday vehicular structures such as aircraft, automobiles, ships and
spacecrafts.
Colloquial Dutch: The Complete Course for Beginners has been carefully developed by an
experienced teacher to provide a step-by-step course to Dutch as it is written and spoken
today. Combining a clear, practical and accessible style with a methodical and thorough
treatment of the language, it equips learners with the essential skills needed to communicate
confidently and effectively in Dutch in a broad range of situations. No prior knowledge of the
language is required. Colloquial Dutch is exceptional; each unit presents a wealth of
grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide range of exercises for regular practice. A full
answer key, a grammar summary, bilingual glossaries and English translations of dialogues
can be found at the back as well as useful vocabulary lists throughout. Key features include: A
clear, user-friendly format designed to help learners progressively build up their speaking,
listening, reading and writing skills Jargon-free, succinct and clearly structured explanations of
grammar An extensive range of focused and dynamic supportive exercises Realistic and
entertaining dialogues covering a broad variety of narrative situations Helpful cultural points
explaining the customs and features of life in The Netherlands An overview of the sounds of
Dutch. Balanced, comrehensive and rewarding, Colloquial Dutch is an indispensable resource
both for independent learners and students taking courses in Dutch. Audio material to
accompany the course is available to download free in MP3 format from
www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by native speakers, the audio material features
the dialogues and texts from the book and will help develop your listening and pronunciation
skills.
Computational aeroacoustics (CAA) is a relatively new research area. CAA algorithms have
developed rapidly and the methods have been applied in many areas of aeroacoustics. The
objective of CAA is not simply to develop computational methods but also to use these
methods to solve practical aeroacoustics problems and to perform numerical simulation of
aeroacoustic phenomena. By analysing the simulation data, an investigator can determine
noise generation mechanisms and sound propagation processes. This is both a textbook for
graduate students and a reference for researchers in CAA and as such is self-contained. No
prior knowledge of numerical methods for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) is
needed, however, a general understanding of partial differential equations and basic numerical
analysis is assumed. Exercises are included and are designed to be an integral part of the
chapter content. In addition, sample computer programs are included to illustrate the
implementation of the numerical algorithms.

This book covers the application of computational fluid dynamics from low-speed
to high-speed flows, especially for use in aerospace applications.
Aircraft Design explores fixed winged aircraft design at the conceptual phase of a
project. Designing an aircraft is a complex multifaceted process embracing many
technical challenges in a multidisciplinary environment. By definition, the topic
requires intelligent use of aerodynamic knowledge to configure aircraft geometry
suited specifically to the customer's demands. It involves estimating aircraft
weight and drag and computing the available thrust from the engine. The
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methodology shown here includes formal sizing of the aircraft, engine matching,
and substantiating performance to comply with the customer's demands and
government regulatory standards. Associated topics include safety issues,
environmental issues, material choice, structural layout, understanding flight
deck, avionics, and systems (for both civilian and military aircraft). Cost
estimation and manufacturing considerations are also discussed. The chapters
are arranged to optimize understanding of industrial approaches to aircraft design
methodology. Example exercises from the author's industrial experience dealing
with a typical aircraft design are included.
As with the first edition, this textbook provides a clear introduction to the
fundamental theory of structural analysis as applied to vehicular structures such
as aircraft, spacecraft, automobiles and ships. The emphasis is on the application
of fundamental concepts of structural analysis that are employed in everyday
engineering practice. All approximations are accompanied by a full explanation of
their validity. In this new edition, more topics, figures, examples and exercises
have been added. There is also a greater emphasis on the finite element method
of analysis. Clarity remains the hallmark of this text and it employs three
strategies to achieve clarity of presentation: essential introductory topics are
covered, all approximations are fully explained and many important concepts are
repeated.
Mechanics of Aero-structures is a concise textbook for students of aircraft
structures, which covers aircraft loads and maneuvers, torsion and bending of
single cell, multi-cell and open thin-walled structures. Static structural stability,
energy methods, and aero-elastic instability are discussed. Numerous examples
and exercises are included to enhance the students' facility with structural
analysis. This textbook is meant for third- and fourth-year undergraduate
students in the aerospace and aeronautical engineering programs, and the
material included can be covered in a one semester course. A sufficient number
of figures are included for the clarity of the subject matter. The book begins with a
description of aerodynamic loads to motivate students, and includes an in-depth
description of energy methods - an essential topic.
This book provides a comprehensive yet concise presentation of the analysis
methods of lightweight engineering in the context of the statics of beam
structures and is divided into four sections. Starting from very general remarks on
the fundamentals of elasticity theory, the first section also addresses plane
problems as well as strength criteria of isotropic materials. The second section is
devoted to the analytical treatment of the statics of beam structures, addressing
beams under bending, shear and torsion. The third section deals with the work
and energy methods in lightweight construction, spanning classical methods and
modern computational methods such as the finite element method. Finally, the
fourth section addresses more advanced beam models, discussing hybrid
structures as well as laminated and sandwich beams, in addition to shear field
beams and shear deformable beams. This book is intended for students at
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technical colleges and universities, as well as for engineers in practice and
researchers in engineering.
This textbook, first published in 2006, provides the student of aerospace, civil and
mechanical engineering with all the fundamentals of linear structural dynamics
analysis. It is designed for an advanced undergraduate or first-year graduate
course. This textbook is a departure from the usual presentation in two important
respects. First, descriptions of system dynamics are based on the simpler to use
Lagrange equations. Second, no organizational distinctions are made between
multi-degree of freedom systems and single-degree of freedom systems. The
textbook is organized on the basis of first writing structural equation systems of
motion, and then solving those equations mostly by means of a modal
transformation. The text contains more material than is commonly taught in one
semester so advanced topics are designated by an asterisk. The final two
chapters can also be deferred for later studies. The text contains numerous
examples and end-of-chapter exercises.
A unique and indispensable guide to modern airship design and operation, for
researchers and professionals working in mechanical and aerospace
engineering.
This book discusses aircraft flight performance, focusing on commercial aircraft but also
considering examples of high-performance military aircraft. The framework is a
multidisciplinary engineering analysis, fully supported by flight simulation, with software
validation at several levels. The book covers topics such as geometrical configurations,
configuration aerodynamics and determination of aerodynamic derivatives, weight engineering,
propulsion systems (gas turbine engines and propellers), aircraft trim, flight envelopes, mission
analysis, trajectory optimisation, aircraft noise, noise trajectories and analysis of environmental
performance. A unique feature of this book is the discussion and analysis of the environmental
performance of the aircraft, focusing on topics such as aircraft noise and carbon dioxide
emissions.
Develop a fundamental understanding of heat transfer analysis techniques as applied to earth
based spacecraft with this practical guide. Written in a tutorial style, this essential text provides
a how-to manual tailored for those who wish to understand and develop spacecraft thermal
analyses. Providing an overview of basic heat transfer analysis fundamentals such as thermal
circuits, limiting resistance, MLI, environmental thermal sources and sinks, as well as
contemporary space based thermal technologies, and the distinctions between design
considerations inherent to room temperature and cryogenic temperature applications, this is
the perfect tool for graduate students, professionals and academic researchers.
This book focuses on smart materials and structures, which are also referred to as intelligent,
adaptive, active, sensory, and metamorphic. The ultimate goal is to develop biologically
inspired multifunctional materials with the capability to adapt their structural characteristics,
monitor their health condition, perform self-diagnosis and self-repair, morph their shape, and
undergo significant controlled motion.
This book provides a thoroughly modern approach to learning and understanding mechanics
problems.
Master the theory, applications and control mechanisms of flow control techniques.
This comprehensive guide to modern airship design and operation, written by world experts, is
the only up-to-date book on airship technology intended as a technical guide to those
interested in studying, designing, building, flying, and operating airship. In addition to basic
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airship principles, the book covers conventional and unconventional design in a panoramic and
in-depth manner focusing on four themes: (1) basic principles such as aerostatics,
aerodynamics, propulsion, materials and structures, stability and control, mooring and ground
handling, and piloting and meteorology; (2) different airship types including conventional
(manned and unmanned), hot air, solar powered, and hybrid; (3) airship applications including
surveillance, tourism, heavy lift, and disaster and humanitarian relief; and (4) airship roles and
economic considerations. This second edition introduces nine new chapters and includes
significant revisions and updates to five of the original chapters.
The authors and their colleagues developed this text over many years, teaching undergraduate
and graduate courses in structural analysis courses at the Daniel Guggenheim School of
Aerospace Engineering of the Georgia Institute of Technology. The emphasis is on clarity and
unity in the presentation of basic structural analysis concepts and methods. The equations of
linear elasticity and basic constitutive behaviour of isotropic and composite materials are
reviewed. The text focuses on the analysis of practical structural components including bars,
beams and plates. Particular attention is devoted to the analysis of thin-walled beams under
bending shearing and torsion. Advanced topics such as warping, non-uniform torsion, shear
deformations, thermal effect and plastic deformations are addressed. A unified treatment of
work and energy principles is provided that naturally leads to an examination of approximate
analysis methods including an introduction to matrix and finite element methods. This teaching
tool based on practical situations and thorough methodology should prove valuable to both
lecturers and students of structural analysis in engineering worldwide. This is a textbook for
teaching structural analysis of aerospace structures. It can be used for 3rd and 4th year
students in aerospace engineering, as well as for 1st and 2nd year graduate students in
aerospace and mechanical engineering.
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